Heat transfer between bodies separated by nanoscale vacuum gap distances has been extensively studied for potential applications in thermal management [1, 2] , energy conversion [3] and data storage [4] . For vacuum gap distances down to 20 nm, state-of-the-art experiments demonstrated that heat transport is mediated by near-field thermal radiation, which can exceed Planck's blackbody limit due to the tunneling of evanescent electromagnetic waves [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, at sub-10-nm vacuum gap distances, current measurements are in disagreement on the mechanisms driving thermal transport [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . While it has been hypothesized that acoustic phonon transport across single-digit nanometre vacuum gaps (or acoustic phonon tunneling) can dominate heat transfer [19] [20] [21] [22][23], the underlying physics of this phenomenon and its experimental demonstration are still unexplored. Here, we use a custom-built high-vacuum shear force microscope (HV-SFM) to measure heat transfer between a silicon (Si) tip and a feedback-controlled platinum (Pt) nanoheater [24] in the near-contact, asperity-contact, and bulk-contact regimes. We demonstrate that in the near-contact regime (i.e., single-digit nanometre or smaller vacuum gaps before making asperity contact), heat transfer between Si and Pt surfaces is dominated by force-induced acoustic phonon transport that exceeds near-field thermal radiation predictions by up to three orders of magnitude. The measured thermal conductance shows a gap dependence of d −5.7±1.1 in the near-contact regime, which is consistent with acoustic phonon transport modelling based on the atomistic Green's function (AGF) framework. Our work suggests the possibility of engineering heat transfer across single-digit nanometre vacuum gaps with external force stimuli, which can make transformative impacts to the development of emerging thermal management technologies.
Introduction
Over the past decades, radiative heat transfer in the near-field regime (i.e., vacuum gap sizes smaller than Wien's wavelength) has been fundamentally understood within the fluctuational electrodynamics (FE) framework [25] and experimentally confirmed for gap distances as small as 20 nm [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In contrast, phonons become the dominant heat carrier when two objects are brought into contact [26] , suggesting that there should be a transition from near-field thermal radiation to phonon heat conduction in the near-contact regime. Fundamental understanding of this transition, however, has been severely limited by experimental challenges, which has led to disagreement between experimental data and their interpretation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Kim et al. [14] measured heat transfer for silica, silicon nitride, and gold surfaces,
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observing good agreement with FE down to a vacuum gap of ∼2 nm. This result is in contradiction to experiments conducted by Kloppstech et al. [17] , who reported heat transfer between gold surfaces exceeding FE by more than four orders of magnitude for vacuum gaps from 7 nm down to 0.2 nm. However, the lack of comprehensive modeling has triggered debates regarding the thermal transport mechanism responsible for such large heat transfer [18] . Although recent studies have suggested acoustic phonon transport across single-digit nanometre vacuum gaps as a plausible radiation-to-conduction transition mechanism [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , only one indirect thermal transport measurement attempted to identify the so-called phonon tunneling phenomena [15] . Here, we present comprehensive experimental and theoretical results unambiguously demonstrating that force-induced acoustic phonon transport can dominate heat transfer in the near-contact regime. To this end, we uniquely implement feedback-controlled Pt nanoheaters in a HV-SFM platform for heat transfer measurements (Fig. 1a) , and quantitatively compare the obtained experimental data with theory based on the AGF and FE frameworks.
Experimental Setup
The HV-SFM adopts a vertically aligned quartz tuning fork (QTF) resonator probe with a low-doped Si tip rigidly mounted to its free end for sensitive tip-sample lateral force measurement [27] . The QTF probes have a quality factor of ∼4000 in a high-vacuum condition (5 × 10 −6 Torr), which allows tip-sample gap control with single-angstrom resolution by monitoring their resonance frequency shift, ∆f (see Methods). The Si tip is modified to a flat-top, 210 ± 30 nm in width, to secure a sufficient heat transfer area (Fig. 1b) . The Pt nanoheater has a sensing region of ∼300 nm × 500 nm between the two inner electrodes (yellow dashed box in Figs. 1c and d) enabling a four-probe electrical resistance measurement (see Supplementary Section 1). The nanoheater's sensing region temperature (T NT ) is maintained constant by feedback-controlling the Joule-heating electrical power to compensate tip-induced thermal transport [24] . The nominal thermal resistance of the nanoheater sensing region is ∼0.5 K/µW, which is equivalent to a ±1σ DC power resolution of ∼60 nW (see Supplementary Section 2). The benefit of combining the feedback-controlled nanoheater and HV-SFM platform is the simultaneous measurement of tip-induced thermal transport and conservative tip-nanoheater lateral force interactions. The high rigidity of the QTF probe enables stable control of sub-nanometre gap distances, which is not possible in cantilever-based method due to snap-in contact [14] . In addition, HV-SFM is not limited to electrically conductive materials as required by the electron tunneling methodologies [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Results and Discussion
In order to consistently describe the thermal and force interactions around contact, we define the tip-nanoheater gap (d) as the distance between the flattened Si tip and the mean line of the nanoheater surface profile (Fig. 2a) . The nominal surface profile of the nanoheaters used for this study has a peak roughness of 5.0±0.1 nm within a 98.5% confidence interval (see Methods). The bulk-contact (BC) regime is then defined as d ≤ 0, where the majority of Pt surface asperities are in solid contact with the Si surface (Fig. 2b) . The near-contact (NC) regime is where d is larger than the surface roughness (i.e., d 5 nm) to ensure no contact between surface asperities. The asperity-contact (AC) regime resides between the BC and NC regimes (i.e., 0 < d 5 nm). Fig. 2c shows the T NT trace as the nanoheater is approached to the Si tip (T tip ≈ 295 K: see Supplementary Section 4). The approaching speed of the sample stage is 0.75 nm/s to provide sufficient time to stabilize T NT at 467.13 K within ±50 mK accuracy. The T NT signal drops at a point where the feedback controller cannot follow the abrupt increase of heat transfer through the bulk-contacted Si-Pt interfaces. The onset of the BC point can be also determined by observing the ∆f signal of the QTF (Fig. 2d) . While the ∆f monotonically increases as the nanoheater approaches the tip, its z-derivative in the inset clearly shows the drastic drops at the thermally determined BC point. The concurrent thermal and mechanical signal changes indicate that BC can be unambiguously determined as a reference point for the tip-nanoheater gap (i.e., d = 0).
The heat transfer rate from the nanoheater sensing region to the tip (Q tip ) is measured by monitoring the change of the power dissipation in the nanoheater (see Supplementary Section 3) [24] . In Fig. 2e , the experimental thermal conductance, defined as G exp = Q tip /∆T , exhibits a monotonic increasing trend with decreasing d and approaches the adjusted BC thermal conductance (G * BC ) of 74.1 ± 5.1 nW/K. It should be noted that G * BC was separately measured using a cantilever probe and is adjusted to consider the difference in tip geometry (see Methods). On a log-log scale, G exp follows a d −5.7 power law for 5 nm d 7 nm in the NC regime (Fig. 2f) . At d ≈ 5 nm, the d −5.7 trend saturates, indicating the onset of the AC regime. In order to verify the reproducibility of the observed NC gap dependence (d n ), we repeated the measurement 80 times using three different tip-nanoheater sets and extracted n values. Each data fits well with the d n function in the NC regime as quantified by an average R 2 -value of 0.87. Fig. 2g shows the histogram of the n values, which is well represented by a Gaussian distribution to yield n = −5.7 ± 1.1.
The obtained G exp and its gap dependence cannot be explained via FE-based models for tip-plane near-field radiative heat transfer [5, 14, 28, 29] . To elucidate the physics underlying our experimental results, we compute the heat transfer coefficient of force-induced acoustic phonon transport by applying the AGF method [30] for the one-dimensional (1D) Si-Pt atomic chain system (Fig. 3a) . The Lennard-Jones (L-J), Casimir, and Coulomb forces are considered to virtually connect the Pt and Si atomic chains, which allows acoustic phonon transport across the interatomic vacuum distance, δ (see Methods and Supplementary Sections 5 & 6) [21] . While the L-J and Casimir forces drive heat transfer for δ < 1.2 nm, the Coulomb force becomes a dominant contributor for larger δ (i.e., 1.2 nm < δ < 10 nm). This significant contribution of the Coulomb force arises from surface charges induced by the local voltage bias (0.8 V) at the nanoheater sensing region under Joule heating. Here, we assume that the Coulomb force vanishes for δ < 1.2 nm due to surface charge neutralization between the nanoheater and tip (see Supplementary Section 5). As a result, force-induced acoustic phonon heat transfer between Pt and Si surfaces can exceed near-field thermal radiation calculated with FE for interatomic distances up to δ ∼ 10 nm. The calculated heat transfer coefficients follow power laws ranging from δ −3.8 to δ −7.6 , illustrating that the experimental value of d −5.7 could be indicative of force-induced acoustic phonon transport. Fig. 3b shows the phonon transmission function calculated by the AGF method, where the dominant frequency range of phonon transmission is below ∼10 cm −1 at δ = 0.5 nm. The phonon dispersion curves and density of states (DoS) for bulk Pt and Si (Figs. 3c,d) , calculated via the density functional theory (DFT), confirm that acoustic phonons are the dominant heat carriers across the vacuum distance in the NC regime. Note that the heat transfer coefficient due to electron tunneling was found to be negligible compared to near-field radiation and acoustic phonon transport (see Supplementary Section 7).
The theoretical thermal conductance, G theory , is determined using the Derjaguin approximation based on the measured nanoheater surface roughness distribution (see Methods). Fig. 4a shows excellent agreement between G exp and G theory on a linear-linear and log-log scale (inset). In the NC regime, G theory reproduces the gap-dependence of d −5.7 observed in G exp , confirming our measurement of force-induced acoustic phonon transport between Pt and Si surfaces. The saturation of G exp in the AC regime can also be theoretically explained by calculating phonon conduction through asperity-contacted Si-Pt interfaces (G AC ). Fig. 4b shows the AC thermal conductance ratio (G AC /G theory ) and asperity contact ratio (A AC /A tip , where A AC is the asperity-contact area and A tip is the total tip area) as a function of d. While both G AC /G theory and A AC /A tip in the NC regime are 0% signifying non-contact heat transfer, they start to increase as the gap distance is further reduced in the AC regime. At d = 0, A AC reaches ∼60% of A tip while G AC contributes to ∼90% of G theory , which provides theoretical evidence of the experimentally determined BC point. Fig. 4c separates the contributions of each force to G theory in addition to FE. The main contributors in the AC regime are the short range L-J and Casimir forces between Si and Pt atoms. However, the Coulomb force becomes a dominant contributor in the NC regime, allowing force-induced acoustic phonon transport to exceed near-field thermal radiation by up to three orders of magnitude. When considering the origin of the Coulomb force, this finding strongly suggests the possibility of enhancing heat flow in the NC regime with external force stimuli, such as electrostatic and magnetic forces. Fig. 4d further demonstrates the strong correlation between tip-surface heat transfer and force interactions by comparing G exp to the simultaneously acquired ∆f of the QTF. In the AC regime near BC, G exp becomes linearly proportional to ∆f as indicated by the red dashed line. The previous study revealed that interfacial thermal conductance is linearly proportional to the normal contact force in the BC regime [26] , suggesting that ∆f can be interpreted as the indicator of the normal force. Therefore, the observed linear relationship between G exp and ∆f in the NC regime provides another evidence regarding the existence of forces that induce acoustic phonon transport across vacuum gaps.
Conclusions
In summary, we have conducted comprehensive experiments of thermal transport between Si and Pt surfaces from single-digit nanometre vacuum gap distances to bulk contact, demonstrating force-induced acoustic phonon transport as the mechanism bridging near-field radiation and contact phonon conduction. Excellent agreement between the experimental data and rigorous heat transfer calculations based on the AGF and FE frameworks provides convincing evidence that the observed acoustic phonon transport is due to various force interactions between terminating atoms separated by vacuum. This finding sheds light on the possibility of engineering interfacial thermal transport using external force stimuli, which can impact the development of next-generation thermal management technologies.
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[22] Chiloyan, V., Garg, J., Esfarjani The nanoheater was measured to have a nominal peak-to-peak surface roughness of ±5 nm within at 98.5% confidence interval. b, Three regimes defined based on the gap distance, i.e., bulk-contact (BC), asperity-contact (AC), and near-contact (NC). c, Feedback-controlled T NT trace as the nanoheater is approached to the tip at room temperature (i.e., T tip ≈ 295 K).d, Measured ∆f of the QTF, illustrating the monotonic increase of tip-sample lateral forces with decreasing d. At BC, this variation becomes more rapid as denoted by its z-derivative drop at 0 nm (inset). e, Measured thermal conductance (G exp ) as d is reduced to BC. f, The result is replotted on a log-log scale to show the gap dependence in the NC regime. In (c-f), the solid lines show the average of 13 measurements whose 95% confidence interval is denoted by the blue shaded region. g, The distribution of the NC gap dependence (d n ) from 80 measurements, demonstrating its repeatibility at n = -5.7 ± 1.1. 
Methods
High-vacuum shear force microscopy (HV-SFM)
QTF-based SFM is an AFM modality that uses a vertically aligned QTF resonator as a probe instead of a cantilever (Fig. 1a) . The QTF has a tip mounted to one of its tines, which interacts with the surface to generate nanoscale topographic images [31] . The HV-SFM used in this work is a custom-built, high vacuum system (5×10 −6 Torr in routine operations) interfaced with commercial control electronics (RHK Technology, R9). The piezoelectric sample stage has an x,y,z-scanning range of 30 µm × 30 µm × 10 µm. In addition, slip-stick piezoelectric motors embedded in the sample stage allows coarse x,y,z-motion with a range of 5 mm × 5 mm × 10 mm. The sample stage is equipped with 16-pin electrical feedthroughs for electric connections for vacuum experiments. When the QTF is mechanically driven at its in-plane anti-phase resonant frequency (f 0 = 32.768 kHz), the oscillation of the QTF tines generates a piezoelectric current [27] . The QTF signal, which is pre-amplified with a gain of 10 9 V/A in the SFM head, is processed by a lock-in amplifier and phase-locked-loop (PLL) to real-time monitor the QTF resonance frequency shift (i.e., ∆f = f − f 0 ) for SFM imaging.
Z-piezo calibration of the HV-SFM sample stage. In order to accurately calibrate the vertical displacement of the piezoactuated sample stage, we measure the ∆z-sensitivity of the sample stage by implementing optical fiber interferometry (OFI). Fig. 5a shows the schematic of the OFI at the operating wavelength of λ = 1310 nm, configured on top of the sample stage. For calibration, a gold (Au) retroreflector is mounted on the stage. The fiber orientation is then aligned to make normal light incidence to the Au retroreflector surface. After interaction with the fiber-sample junction, the reflected signals are directed towards a photodetector (Femto, OE-200-IN1). As shown in Fig. 5a ', a Fabry-Pérot cavity is formed between the fiber-air interface (ray 1) and the Au retroreflector (ray 2), yielding the OFI signal highly sensitive to the ∆z-motion of the sample stage [32] . A photograph of the OFI setup is shown in Figs. 5b,c.
The first step is to calibrate the OFI sensitivity by correlating the optical fiber signal (V OFI ) to vertical displacement of the fiber aperture. After the initial alignment of the optical fiber, the Fabry-Pérot interference fringes are measured as the piezo-actuator (i.e., fiber piezo) slowly moves the fiber aperture down to the fixed Au retroreflector. As shown in Fig.  5d , the vertical displacement of the fiber aperture by λ/4 (i.e., 327.5 nm) should yield half a period of V OFI oscillation due to optical interference between ray 1 and ray 2 at the fiber aperture. When the fiber aperture position slightly changes around the mid-fringe value at V OFI = 5 V (red dot), V OFI can be approximated to be linearly proportional to the fiber piezo voltage with a sensitivity of ∆V OFI /∆V FP = 3.97 V/V. Thus, the OFI sensitivity (β OFI ) can be defined as:
where ∆V FP,λ/4 = 2.21 V is the fiber piezo voltage required to move the fiber position by λ/4 . For our setup, β OFI is determined to be 37.3 nm/V.
Once β OFI is determined, the ∆z-motion of the sample stage can be optically calibrated by ∆z = β OFI ∆V OFI . Fig. 5e presents the ∆z-motion measured by the OFI as the z-piezo voltage of the sample stage is varied by ∆V z = ±1 V about the center position at which the optical fiber aperture is initially positioned at V OFI = 5 V. The 95% confidence interval of 20 measurements (light green) and their average (dark green) show linear motion of the sample stage. From these measurements, the z-piezo sensitivity about its center position is determined to be β z = ∆z/∆V z = 28.0 ± 2.8 nm/V. To verify the calibrated ∆z-sensitivity, we conducted HV-SFM imaging of a 6H-SiC half-monolayer sample whose steps are well defined as 7.5 Å (K-Tek Nanotechnology, SiC/0.75). As shown in Figs. 5f,g, the calibrated ∆z-sensitivity (i.e., β z = 28.0 nm/V) yields the accurate half-monolayer height of 6H-SiC in the HV-SFM image. From the statistical analysis of the obtained 6H-SiC half-monolayer topographic image, the z-position uncertainty of the sample stage is estimated to be 1.8 Å .
Preparation and Characterization of QTF probes
The QTF probes are prepared by attaching a commercial microcantilever with a silicon tip (Bruker, FMV-A) to the free end of a QTF tine. The tip attaching process is illustrated in Fig. 6a . While the bare QTF (i.e., with shielding removed) is fixed with its tines oriented vertically, a small amount of UV curable epoxy (Bondic) is deposited on the free end of one QTF tine by a needle attached to a 3-axis micropositioner (Step 1). The microcantilever is then adhered to the epoxy droplet (Step 2), followed by UV curing of the epoxy to form a cold weld of the cantilever (Step 3). Lastly, by pushing the entire chip down with the micropositioner, only the cantilever is left adhered on the QTF end (Step 4). Figs. 6b-c show optical microscope images of the resulting QTF with Si tip, which was used to perform the measurements in Figs. 2c-f. It should be noted that the tip is rigidly adhered to the QTF thus preventing any snap-in artifact.
Calibration of the QTF oscillation amplitude. In order to minimize any effect of lateral tip motion onto the tipnanoheater thermal transport measurement, the QTF oscillation amplitude is maintained within the sub-nanometre range. The oscillation amplitude of a QTF probe was measured with the same OFI system described previously, where β OFI was recalibrated to 50.0 nm/V to accommodate the less reflective QTF surface. As illustrated in Fig. 7a , the optical fiber aperture is aligned to a reflective portion of the tip-attached QTF tine a distance z m away from its base. Both the electrical outputs from the QTF and OFI are then simultaneously demodulated at the QTF resonant frequency to correlate the lateral oscillation amplitude of the tip (∆x tip ) with the QTF electrical signal (∆x e ). It should be noted that the geometry of the QTF is used to linearly relate the measured oscillation amplitude at z m (i.e., ∆x m ) to the tip motion at z tip . The calibration result is shown in Fig. 7b , where the QTF amplitude signal sensitivity is determined to be α = 7.32 ± 0.05 pm/mV. The QTF electrical signal was set to ∼70 mV-rms at its resonance frequency (f 0 = 32.768 kHz) during experiments, which corresponds to a lateral tip motion of ∼500 pm-rms. This tip motion is on the order of the average lattice constant of the Si-Pt system [33, 34] and is approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than the effective surface area subjected to thermal transport. We believe that such small lateral tip oscillation would not affect our thermal transport measurement.
Quantification of the tip-sample conservative lateral force using the HV-SFM. The working principle of HV-SFM is the force interaction between a laterally oscillating tip and underlying sample surface. Therefore, the lateral force exerted on the tip can be experimentally detected by monitoring the QTF's ∆f . Using the first-order QTF oscillator model, the conservative lateral force parallel to the sample surface (F x ) is linearly proportional to ∆f and can be written as [35] :
The effective spring constant, k eff , can be approximated as
, where E = 7.87 × 10 10 N/m 2 is the Young's modulus of quartz [36] . Using the dimensions of the QTF tine (l = 3.52 mm; w = 0.25 mm; t = 0.58 mm), k eff is estimated to be 22.0 kN/m.
Measurement of Si-Pt bulk-contact thermal conductance
To fully understand the transition from near-contact (NC) to bulk-contact (BC) thermal transport, the tip should approach the nanoheater sensing region to form BC while avoiding damage to the tip and nanoheater. However, the high vertical rigidity of the QTF can easily damage both the tip and nanoheater when the tip is further pushed once BC is made. To address this challenge, we conducted BC measurements separately by using a cantilever in high vacuum ( Fig. 8a) . It should be noted that our HV-SFM also has a regular AFM head for cantilever-based operations. The cantilever used in the bulk-contact experiments is the same model (Bruker, FMV-A) as was mounted to the QTFs for the near-contact measurements. Detection of the cantilever deflection is achieved by an optical fiber interferometer aligned with the cantilever's backside [32] . Nanoheater #2 was used for the BC measurement (topography shown in Fig.  8b ), whose sensing area is 330 nm × 375 nm in size (red dashed rectangle). The calibration data of nanoheater #2 can be found in the Supplementary Section 1. After AFM topographic imaging with soft-contact mode (F z 3 nN), the BC measurement was conducted by approaching the nanoheater to the tip until they make hard contact. An SEM image of the Si tip after the BC measurements is shown in Fig. 8c . During hard contact (F z 15 nN), we believe that bulk contact is made at the flattest portion of the tip apex whose contact diameter is 215±25 nm (inset).
For both the cantilever-and QTF-based experiments, the nanoheater current, I S , was monitored using an in-series current preamplifier (Femto, DLPCA), while the voltage drop across the sensing region, V NT , was measured using a differential voltage amplifier (SRS, SR640). The nanoheater sensing region resistance was digitally computed and feedback-controlled by the AFM controller. The only difference in the cantilever-based measurements is that after snap-in-contact is made, the cantilever is further pushed to achieve BC between the tip and nanoheater. Fig. 8d presents the cantilever deflection and T NT signals as a function of the tip position. At a distance of 5 nm, the cantilever snaps into contact as denoted by the sudden drop of the cantilever deflection and T NT . As the tip is continuously pushed toward the nanoheater, the cantilever returns to its neutral position, which is referred to as the zero z-displacement position [14] . In the negative displacement regime, the sample pushes the cantilever to bend backwards such that bulk contact is made with a sufficient contact force. Meanwhile, the feedback controller settles T NT to the setpoint by increasing the heating power. Fig. 8e shows the corresponding value of G exp , which remains zero in the gap region, rapidly increases at snap-in, and gradually increases as the cantilever is further pushed. The gradual increase of the thermal conductance is indicative of the onset of bulk contact and is attributed to the pressure dependence of the interfacial thermal resistance [26] . From this measurement, the BC thermal conductance (G BC ) between the Si tip and Pt nanoheater is determined to be 121.9 ± 8.4 nW/K at the z-displacement of −5 nm, where T NT returns to the setpoint and the contact force is ∼15 nN. For proper comparison with the QTF-based experiments, the obtained G BC is adjusted by considering the different effective contact areas. The adjusted thermal conductance, G * BC , is estimated to be 74.1 ± 5.1 nW/K and is shown in Fig. 8e .
Surface cleaning and characterization of tip and nanoheater
To ensure that the interacting surfaces are free from contamination prior to experiments, a routine surface inspection and cleaning protocol was established for the QTF probes and nanoheaters. First, several QTF probes and nanoheaters are inspected using SEM to select the ones with no major debris around the sensing areas (Figs. 1b,d ). After initial sonication cleaning with acetone, they are placed inside of a deep ultraviolet (UV) ozone cleaner (Novascan, PSD-UV4) chamber located in a class-1000 modular cleanroom to remove organic contamination using UV wavelengths at 185 and 254 nm [37] . The UV-ozone cleaner is set to generate ozone for 2 hours. After treatment, the QTF probe and the nanoheater are promptly mounted to the HV-SFM, and the chamber is evacuated to high vacuum to minimize undesired exposure to the ambient before experiments [18] . Moreover, all experiments were carried out at high temperature (i.e., 467 K), which inherently removes weakly bonded contaminants from the surface.
In order to secure a sufficient heat transfer area, the Si tip was flattened by long-line scanning on the nanoheater substrate (i.e., a 500-nm thick silicon nitride film on top of a silicon substrate) at a contact force of ∼10 nN. Once the flattened tip was attached to the QTF, we conducted long-line shear force scanning on the nanoheater substrate in the AC regime for the fine adjustment of surface parallelism. Since the nanoheater surface profile plays a pivotal role in determining different contact regimes, we acquired the nominal surface roughness distribution of the nanoheater sensing region by soft-contact AFM imaging (e.g., Fig. 8b) . A small contact force ( 3 nN) during the AFM imaging results in a contact diameter of ∼ 8 nm as estimated by the Hertzian model [38] . A surface roughness histogram of the nanoheater sensing region from the obtained AFM image shows a Gaussian distribution centered at 0 nm with a standard deviation of σ = 1.96 nm ( Fig. 9a) . The equivalent peak roughness SR p is approximately 5 nm within a 98.5% confidence interval (Fig. 2a) . The Gaussian distribution of the surface roughness is used to randomly regenerate a nanoheater surface for AGF calculations ( Fig. 9b) .
Calculation of theoretical thermal conductance
The theoretical thermal conductance, G theory , is calculated by considering the heat transfer coefficients due to forceinduced acoustic phonon and radiation transport combined with the Derjaguin approximation based on the measured surface roughness of the Pt nanoheater [39] . Although the heat transfer coefficient due to electron tunneling is also calculated based on the ideal assumption as described in Supplementary Section 7, its contribution turns out to be orders of magnitudes smaller than the other mechanisms and thus is not included here. Throughout the following discussion, the subscripts L and R refer to the left and right regions that are respectively made of Pt and Si ( Fig. 10a) . The temperatures of the left and right regions are fixed at T L = 470 K and T R = 300 K.
Force-induced acoustic phonon heat transfer coefficient. The heat flux due to force-induced acoustic phonon transport across the interatomic vacuum distance δ for the 1D atomic chain shown in Fig. 10a is given by [30]:
where
is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. The effective heat transfer area, A Si−Pt , is the projected atomic area calculated using an average atomic radius:
where r Pt = 1.77×10 −12 m and r Si = 1.11×10 −12 m are the atomic radius of Pt and Si, respectively [40] . The phonon transmission function, T ph , is derived from the atomistic Green's function (AGF) method [30] . In this framework, Pt and Si are modeled as semi-infinite leads separated by a device region containing atoms of Pt and Si separated by the vacuum region. The phonon transmission function is written as:
where the superscript † denotes conjugate transpose. The escape rate of phonons from the device region to the semi-infinite leads, Γ L,R , is defined as:
where Σ L,R is the self-energy matrix:
In Eq. (7), τ L,R is the matrix connecting the left (L) or right (R) semi-infinite lead to the device region. The connection matrix is computed via the force constant between the atoms bounding the semi-infinite leads and the device region, and the atomic masses. The atomic masses of Pt and Si are 3.239 × 10 −25 kg and 4.664 × 10 −26 kg, respectively [41] . The term g L,R is the uncoupled Green's function (also called surface Green's function) derived from the harmonic matrix of the left (L) or right (R) semi-infinite lead. The uncoupled Green's function is computed using the decimation technique described in Ref. [30] . The device Green's function, G d , needed to calculate the phonon transmission function is given by:
where I is the identity matrix, and H d is the harmonic matrix of the device region. Heat transfer due to acoustic phonon transport between Pt and Si is mediated by short-range and long-range forces in the vacuum region; short-and long-range force constants are included in the matrix H d . In this work, the Lennard-Jones (L-J), Casimir, and Coulomb forces connect the Pt and Si atomic chains. The rational behind this choice and details regarding calculation of force constants acting in the vacuum region are provided in Supplementary Section 5.
The heat transfer coefficient due to force-induced acoustic phonon transport is obtained by dividing the heat flux by the temperature difference ∆T (= T L − T R ), i.e., h ph = q ph /∆T . Fig. 3a shows the individual contribution of the L-J, Casimir, and Coulomb forces to the force-induced acoustic phonon heat transfer coefficient. Note that five atoms of Pt and five atoms of Si in the device region are sufficient to obtain stable and converged results.
Radiative heat transfer coefficient. Radiative heat transfer is calculated using fluctuational electrodynamics (FE) [42] . The radiative flux is given by:
where ω is the angular frequency, and k ρ is the component of the wavevector parallel to an interface. Θ(ω, T ) is the mean energy of an electromagnetic state calculated as
, where is the reduced Planck constant and k b is the Boltzmann constant. For two infinite planes separated by an interatomic vacuum distanceδ, the transmission functions in polarization state p (TM and TE) for propagating (k ρ < k 0 ) and evanescent (k ρ > k 0 ) waves in vacuum are respectively given by [25] :
where the subscript 0 refers to vacuum, k z is the component of the wavevector perpendicular to an interface, and r p 0j is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the vacuum/Pt (j = L) or vacuum/Si (j = R) interface in polarization state p. The transmission functions are calculated using the surface-to-surface distanceδ = δ − r Pt − r Si . The frequency-dependent dielectric functions of Pt and Si needed to calculate the Fresnel coefficients and the perpendicular wavevector are described by the models proposed by Djurisic et al. [43] and Adachi et al. [44] , respectively.
The radiative heat transfer coefficient, h rad , is obtained by h rad = q rad /∆T . For comparison with force-induced acoustic phonon transport in Fig. 3a , the radiative heat transfer coefficient is calculated down to an interatomic vacuum distance δ of 0.8 nm. Since FE is a theory based on the macroscopic Maxwell equations that is unlikely to be valid for such a small distance, the FE results below δ = 2 nm are plotted with a dotted curve. The potential inaccuracy of FE has no impact on the theoretical thermal conductance, G theory , since heat transfer is largely dominated by force-induced acoustic phonon transport for δ < 2 nm. Note that the contribution of optical phonons to heat transport is taken into account within h rad via the dielectric function of the materials [45] .
Calculation of theoretical thermal conductance. The Derjaguin approximation [39] is used to calculate the theoretical thermal conductance, G theory , based on the measured nanoheater surface roughness distribution ( Figs. 9 and 10b) . Specifically, the thermal conductance at a gap d is computed as a summation of local heat transfer coefficient, h i , between two flat sub-surfaces of Pt and Si separated by a local interatomic distance δ i :
where N is the number of flat sub-surfaces with area A i . Discretization into sub-surfaces relies on the surface roughness distribution based on the nominal nanoheater surface profile ( Fig. 9a) . The minimum value of δ i (i.e., contact) is set to 4.68 Å, which is the average value of the lattice constants for Pt (3.92 Å) [33] and Si (5.43 Å) [34] . The effective heat transfer area, limited by the Si tip area, is determined based on the SEM image shown in Fig. 1b . We approximate the Si tip as a flattened square whose diagonal length is 210 nm i.e., A tip = 210 × 10 −9 / √ 2 2 = 2.21 × 10 −14 m 2 . The underlying nanoheater surface, whose area is the same as A tip , is discretized into N square sub-surfaces of equal size (i.e., A i = A tip /N ). A convergence analysis was performed by discretizing the Pt nanoheater into 100, 1024 and 2500 sub-surfaces; 1024 sub-surfaces were found sufficient to provide converged results. The gap distance d is defined in accordance with Fig. 2a , separating the average value of the Pt nanoheater surface roughness with the flattened Si tip. Therefore, the variation of each nanoheater sub-surface about d is given as (d − δ i ) for both convex and concave surface features, taking maximum/minimum values of ∼ ±5 nm as shown in Fig. 2a .
The combination of surface roughness distribution and the Derjaguin approximation enables the conversion of the heat transfer coefficient to a theoretical thermal conductance, G theory , that can be quantitatively compared against experimental data (Fig. 4a) . Note that to develop statistically relevant theoretical predictions within a 95% confidence interval, Eq. (12) was solved for 30 randomly determined sets of surface roughness distribution resulting in 30 sets of G theory -d curves. In Figs. 4a,b , the bold lines correspond to the average theoretical thermal conductance (G average theory ), while the shaded regions are generated by calculating G average theory ± 2σ, where σ is the standard deviation.
Phonon dispersion relations and density of states (DoS)
Phonon dispersion relations and DoS of bulk Pt and Si are calculated via the density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in ABINIT (see Figs. 3c,d ) [46] . In the DFT calculations, the lattice constants of Pt and Si are defined as 3.92 Å and 5.43 Å , respectively [33, 34] . Plane wave cut-off energies are selected as 35 Hartree (Ha) for Pt [47] and 30 Ha for Si [34] for self-consistent calculations (1 Ha = 4.360 × 10 −18 J). The Optimized Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt (ONCV) pseudopotentials [48] is used for Pt and the local density approximation (LDA) [49] based Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials is employed for Si. The first Brillouin zone is sampled with 4×4×4 Monkhorst-Pack grid for both cases. | QTF oscillation characterization using OFI. a, Implementation of the OFI system with the QTF for accurate measurement of the QTF oscillation. The QTF geometry was used to linearly related the measured oscillation at z m to the tip motion at z tip . b, Relation between the RMS electrical QTF signal and the tip RMS oscillation in picometres. The sensitivity of the QTF signal to lateral deformation in the tines was determined to be 7.32 ± 0.05 pm/mV. The QTF was nominally operated at an RMS electrical signal of ∼70 mV leading to an RMS tip oscillation of ∼500 pm. Figure 8 : | Measurement of the bulk-contact thermal conductance (G BC ) for the Si-Pt system. a, Experimental setup, where the Si tip is mounted to the free end of a microcantilever whose deflection is detected by a fiber optic positioned above it. b, AFM topographic image of the nanoheater used for the BC experiment with a sensing area of 330 nm × 375 nm. c, SEM image of the cantilever probe tip used for the BC experiment, whose flattened contact diameter is 215±25 nm. d,e, Contact experiment results showing the (d) cantilever deflection and feedback-controlled temperature signal, and (e) the measured value of G exp as the sample is approached to the tip. Here, G BC for the Si-Pt system at 467 K was measured to be 121.9 ± 8.4 nW/K extracted from a cantilever deflection of 5 nm (i.e., normal force of ∼15 nN). The shaded regions show the 95% confidence interval of 13 measurements, while the solid line represents their average value. Fig. 8c is converted into a histogram which is represented by a Gaussian distribution (black solid line) with σ = 1.96 nm. The surface roughness peak value within a 98.5% confidence interval was found to be SR p = 5.0 ± 0.1 nm. b, The Gaussian distribution used to randomly generate 30 surface roughness contours for calculations (one is shown). Figure 10 : | Schematics of the AGF method used to rigorously interpret acoustic phonon transport for the Si-Pt system. a, Simulation domain of the 1D atomic chain system modelled by the AGF method, consisting of a heated Pt bulk region separated by a vacuum gap from a cool Si bulk region. The force constants along the atomic chain (i.e., k Pt , k δ , and k Si ) are used as the input to the AGF. b, The generated surface roughness (example shown in Fig. 9b ) is used to discretize the Si-Pt surfaces for calculation of the theoretical thermal conductance (G theory ). 30 surface roughness contours are used to calculate the 95% confidence interval uncertainty for the theoretical calculations shown in Fig. 4 .
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Nanoheater fabrication and calibration
The nanoheaters used in this study were batch fabricated using e-beam lithography for the Pt nanopatterns and photolithography for the Au micro-patterns [50] . The nanoheater is operated using a 4-probe detection scheme as shown in the nanoheater calibration setup (Fig. 11a) : while supplying a current (I S ) along the heater leads, the voltage drop (V NT ) across the inner electrodes is measured to determine the nanoheater's sensing region resistance (R NT ). A nanoheater chip is placed on a heater stage equipped with a temperature controller (Cryo-Con, Model 22C) in the HV-SFM vacuum chamber. For nanoheater calibration, the sensing current was set to I S = 100 µA to minimize self-heating, while the entire nanoheater chip was bulk-heated in a high vacuum condition (5 × 10 −6 Torr) [24] . The calibration results are presented for two devices: nanoheater #1 for the near-contact measurements (Figs. 2c-f) , and nanoheater #2 for the bulk-contact measurements ( Fig. 4). Figures 11b,d demonstrate the linear proportionality of R NT to the substrate temperature T S (or the sensing area temperature T NT ), suggesting that R NT can be expressed as R NT = R NT,0 1 + γ(T NT − T NT,0 ) , where γ is the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) and the subscript 0 denotes values at room temperature (i.e., 295 K). For nanoheater #1, R NT,0 and the TCR are measured to be 5.82 Ω and 1.2×10 −3 K −1 , respectively, while for nanoheater #2 R NT,0 = 4.91 Ω and γ = 9.6 × 10
. In order to demonstrate the Joule-heating capability of the nanoheaters, we also measured R NT (or T NT ) while increasing I S (or power dissipation at the nanoheater sensing region, i.e., P NT = I S × V NT ). As shown in Figures 11c,e, the sensing region of both nanoheaters can be Joule-heated up to ∼500 K. From the obtained linear correlation between T NT and P NT , the effective thermal resistance of the hotspot (R th,NT ) can be determined by R th,NT = ∆T NT /∆P NT , yielding 0.533 ± 0.008 K/µW for nanoheater #1 and 0.485 ± 0.004 K/µW for nanoheater #2, respectively. While the nanoheater TCR calibrations were only performed up to ∼350 K due to the limit of the heating stage, the linearity measured between T NT and P NT signifies that the obtained TCRs are valid for higher temperatures.
Feedback control of nanoheater sensing region
In the present work, we implement a feedback control scheme into nanoheater operation to accurately measure tipinduced local thermal transport. Based on our previous work [24], the feedback integration gain was set to 20 V/Ω-s to ensure an optimal response of the nanoheaters. Figures 12a,b present T NT and P NT traces of nanoheater #1 when the temperature setpoint was dropped from 481.93 K (or 7.12 Ω) to 479.17 K (7.10 Ω) and returned back to 481.93 K. The nanoheater responds to the stepwise setpoint changes of 2.74 K within a settling time of ∼0.5 s and an overshoot temperature of ∼0.5 K by changing power dissipation by ∼3 µW. As demonstrated in Fig. 2c of the main text, the optimized control scheme allows a stable T NT response at the setpoint within ±50 mK as the tip slowly approaches the nanoheater with a speed of 0.75 nm/s. However, at bulk-contact the tip-induced cooling rate is much faster than the feedback response causing a dramatic drop of T NT . This result strongly suggests that the T NT trace can be used to sensitively detect the bulk-contact point, at which the experiment should be stopped to prevent possible damage to the tip and nanoheater. DC noise characterization of the feedback-controlled nanoheater is important to evaluate the detection limit of the temperature and heat transfer measurement scheme used in the present study. To optimize the response time and signal noise of the nanoheater, an 8 th -order low pass filter with 10 Hz cutoff frequency was implemented, and the feedback gain was set to 20 V/Ω-s as discussed previously. Figs. 12c,d show the T NT and P NT traces with ±1σ statistics for nanoheater #1 at the setpoint of 481.93 K (or 7.12 Ω) and the sampling rate of 500 Hz. The noise-equivalent-temperature (NET) and noise-equivalent-power (NEP) are determined by conducting a time-based statistical analysis of the T NT and P NT traces [51] . For nanoheater #1, the NET and NEP are determined to be 32 mK and 36 nW, respectively. We note that the aggressive low pass filter sufficiently eliminates the power noise at 60 Hz, yielding a three times improvement in the NEP when compared with the previous result [24] . The measured NEP value is in good agreement with the NEP estimated from R th,NT (i.e., NEP = NET/R th,NT ≈ 60 nW) [52] . The evaluated NEP confirms that the feedback-controlled nanoheater can precisely measure the tip-induced heat transfer rate in the near-contact regime, which can be as small as ∼100 nW for the present study.
Estimation of heater lead contribution to Q tip
Since the electrical leads outside the nanoheater sensing region are also Joule-heated during feedback-controlled nanoheater operation, its effect onto the tip-induced heat transfer measurement should be carefully characterized. Figures 13a,b show the numerically calculated temperature distribution (COMSOL Multiphysics) of a feedbackcontrolled nanoheater when a conical silicon tip with 15 nm contact radius is located at the center of the nanoheater sensing region. Although the feedback controller maintains the average volumetric temperature of the sensing region at T NT , upon the contact of the tip, tip-induced local cooling gives rise to a reversed temperature gradient (i.e., T H − T NT ) around the sensing region (Fig. 13b) . Therefore, the heat transfer rate to the tip should be determined by Q tip = ∆P NT + Q Lead , where ∆P NT is the difference of power dissipation in the nanoheater sensing region with (P NT,1 ) and without (P NT,0 ) tip-induced cooling at the same T NT , and Q Lead is the heat transfer rate from the outside leads to the sensing area. Figures 13c,d illustrate the effective thermal circuits without (i = 0) and with (i = 1) tip-induced cooling, respectively. When the tip is not present (i = 0), T H,0 ≈ T NT , and the energy balance for the sensing region can be written as:
where Q loss represents the heat loss from the nanoheater sensing region to the ambient at T ∞ = 295 K. For i = 1, the modified temperature profile due to tip cooling provides heat transfer avenues into the sensing region from the two external hotspots (Fig. 13d) . Considering these additional heat transfer mechanisms and the symmetry of the nanoheater device, the energy balance for the sensing region can be written as:
When T NT is constant under temperature feedback control, Q loss is the same for both cases. Therefore, subtracting Eq. (13) from Eq. (14) yields:
Eq. (15) illustrates the role of Q Lead to the overall value of Q tip .
Under the assumption that the nanoheater is symmetric and electrical power is applied to the T NT and T H points (Fig.  13d) , Q Lead can be approximated as:
where R th,H is the conductive thermal resistance from the hotspot to the nanoheater sensing region. By considering both thermal circuits, the power supplied to the hotspots in the electrical leads can be written as:
where R th,L is the thermal resistance from the heater region to the ambient. In general, the majority of electrical power dissipation in the heater legs conducts through the substrate to ambient (i.e., R th,L R th,H ), such that Eq. (17) can be reduced to P H,i ≈ 2(T H,i − T ∞ )/R th,L . Therefore, it is convenient to define the ratio of heater lead power dissipation with and without tip contact:
and is valid when R th,L does not significantly vary with temperature. For i = 0, the lateral temperature profile is nearly uniform along the sensing region (i.e., T H,0 ≈ T NT ). Therefore, Q Lead can be written as:
by combining Eq. (16) and Eq. (18).
To quantify the effect of Q Lead in Eq. (15), R th,H must be defined. Under the assumption that heat conduction from the hotspot to the sensing area is dominated by the Pt nanowire, R th,H can be written as:
where κ is the thermal conductivity of the Pt nanowire, A is its cross-sectional area of the nanoheater sensing region, and L Lead is the effective length of the lead from the outer edge of the inner electrode to the location at T H . Since the Pt nanowire has a sub-100 nm thickness, heat conduction is prone to size effects that reduce κ from its bulk value. To consider these effects in the determination of κ, the Wiedeman-Franz law is used to relate the Pt nanowire's electrical properties, which are readily measured, to its thermal properties. From the Wiedemann-Franz law, the thermal conductivity is expressed as κ = σL 0 T NT , where σ is the electrical conductivity and L 0 = 2.44 × 10 − 8 WΩ/K 2 is the Lorenz number. In addition, the electrical conductivity of the Pt nanowire can be written in terms of the sensing region geometry and electrical resistance, R NT , as σ = L NT /(R NT A), where L NT is the length of the nanoheater sensing region. Therefore, R th,H can be rearranged as:
Combining Eqs. (19) and (21) yields the final equation for Q tip as:
In Eq. (22), all variables except L Lead are readily determined from the nanoheater geometry and tip-approaching experiments. L Lead is determined by imaging the electrical resistance of the entire nanoheater while an Si cantilever tip raster scans the heated nanoheater without feedback control in contact mode [50] . Figure 13e shows the tip-scanned heater resistance image when the nanoheater is heated at T NT = 467.25 K, demonstrating that the heater resistance becomes the lowest when the tip is positioned at the local hotspot of the lead due to the maximum tip-induced cooling. In this image, the locations of the heater lead hotspots are determined to be approximately 520 nm away from the outer edge of the inner electrodes (i.e., L Lead ≈ 520 nm).
Estimation of temperature rise in the tip apex
To define G exp in both the near-contact and bulk-contact experiments, the temperature gradient across the nanogap/interface was defined as ∆T = T NT − T tip . While T NT is readily determined using the feedback-controlled nanoheaters, the direct measurement of T tip requires a functionalized thermocouple tip [53] . Since it is challenging to integrate such devices with the QTF, we have made use of COMSOL Multiphysics simultations to predict the temperature rise in the Si tip apex due to the heat transfer rate experienced during bulk-contact (Q tip,BC = 10.2 µW at d = 0 in Fig. 2e ). The geometric profile of the tip used in the near-contact measurements is obtained using SEM (Fig. 14a ). This profile is traced and revolved about its central axis to give a conical representation of the tip for simulation (Fig. 14b,c) . The backside of the tip is assumed at room temperature (T ∞ = 295 K), while the side walls are insulated. Fig. 14c shows the simulated temperature distribution of the tip, where the tip apex temperature is elevated by ∆T Si = 0.6 K above T ∞ . The tip thermal resistance can be calculated by R th,tip = ∆T Si /Q tip,BC = 0.054 K/µW, which is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the BC thermal resistance of R th,BC ≈ 17 K/µW measured in the experiments. Due to the significantly small R th,tip compared to R th,BC , the temperature rise in the tip apex during the experiments is ignored, such that T tip ≈ 295 K.
Calculation of force constants for the AGF method
Both short-range and long-range interactions are considered for modeling force-induced acoustic phonon heat transport across vacuum gaps. In this work, short-range interactions are modelled via the Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential. For the long-range interactions, both electrostatic and electric field-driven forces are taken into account. It should be noted that the electrostatic interaction is typically caused by the ion binding properties of a system [22] . The existence of ion binding can be estimated through the ionic character of a system as follows [54] :
where the dimensionless quantity ∆χ is the electronegativity between two elements. The electronegativity of Pt and Si atoms are χ Pt = 2.2 and χ Si = 1.8 [54] , respectively, leading to an ionic character of 3.92 % for the Pt-Si system. Therefore, electrostatic force due to ion binding is negligible. Yet, the bias voltage of 0.8 V at the Pt nanoheater sensing region induces surface charges resulting in electrostatic forces, modeled here as Coulomb and capacitor forces [55] . For the electric field-driven interaction, Casimir force is considered. The total force driving acoustic phonon transport across vacuum gaps is therefore the sum of L-J, Casimir, Coulomb and capacitor forces:
In the AGF method, force constants (i.e., first derivative of force) are required for calculating phonon transmission. The determination of F L−J , F Casimir , F Coulomb and F capacitor is provided in the following subsections.
Lennard-Jones (L-J) force model
The L-J potential is given by [56] :
where ε = 4.80×10 −20 J and σ = 1.84×10 −10 m [57] . The derivative of Eq.(25) with respect to the interatomic distance, δ, provides the L-J force:
The force constant in N/m needed for AGF calculations is obtained by taking the absolute value of the derivative of Eq. (26) with respect to δ [21] :
Casimir force model
The Casimir force is calculated via the Lifshitz model as follows [58] :
where ε Si and ε Pt are the dielectric functions of Si and Pt. The upper limit of the integration over ξ is taken as
, where T is treated as the average temperature of Si and Pt (385 K). The integration over x in Eq. (28) is performed using the double exponential formula [59] , while a trapezoidal numerical scheme is employed for the integration with respect to ξ. The Casimir force constant in N/m is given by [21] :
Coulomb force model
The Coulomb force is mediated by surface charges. The Pt nanoheater sensing region has negative surface charges due to the applied bias voltage V bias of 0.8 V. By assuming the Si tip as a floating ground, positive image charges are induced at the tip apex. Surface charges of opposite signs are the source of Coulomb and capacitor forces. The Coulomb force due to surface charges is given by [60] :
where ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, Q s is the surface charge, and Q t is the tip charge defined as Q t = −(Q s + Q e ). Q e is the induced capacitive charge [61] given by Q e = CV bias , where C (= ε 0 A tip /δ) is the parallel plate capacitance. In this work, Q s is determined from our experiment (See Section 5.7). Since Eq. (30) describes force on the entire tip surface, area conversion is required for obtaining the force constant between Si and Pt atoms. By using the Si-Pt average atomic area, A Si−Pt , the Coulomb force constant can be written as follows [21] :
Capacitor force model
The capacitor force of a planar surface is given by [62] :
where V = V bias − ∆Φ [63] . ∆Φ is the difference of the Si and Pt workfunctions [63] . The work functions for Pt (Φ Pt ) and Si (Φ Si ) are set to 5.80 eV and 4.70 eV, respectively, which are within ranges reported in the literature [64] [65] [66] . Since Eq. (32) describes force on the entire tip surface, the force constant due capacitor force between Si and Pt atoms can be written as [21] :
It should be noted that the heat transfer coefficient by the capacitor force is negligibly small compared to that of the Coulomb force. For example, at δ = 5 nm the capacitive and Coulomb heat transfer coefficients are found to be 10 1 and 10 4 W/m 2 K, respectively. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient due to the capacitor force and its contribution to the thermal conductance are not shown in Figs. 3a and 4c.
Effect of charge neutralization on the Coulomb and capacitor forces
At some small vacuum distance before contact, the Coulomb and capacitor forces begin to vanish due to charge neutralization [67] . The reduction of Q s with respect to the gap distance between a tip and substrate has been numerically predicted in the literature [68, 69] . An experimental study has also demonstrated a vanishing capacitance between a tip and substrate with the reduction of the gap distance [70] . As such, Q s should ideally be treated as a function of δ [69] . However, since it is inherently challenging to develop a mathematical model of gap-dependent surface charge, the present work treats Q s as a fixed value that vanishes at a cutoff gap distance [71] . The cutoff distance is determined at the onset of electron tunneling across the gap, which is set to an interatomic distance δ ≈ 12 Å [72, 73] . This interatomic distance cutoff corresponds to a gap distance ofδ = 9.1 Å, whereδ = δ − r Si − r Pt . For example, the electron tunneling distance between gold STM probe and gold substrate is estimated to occur at a gap distance of 10 Å at room temperature [72] . By applying a cutoff distance, both the Coulomb and capacitor forces become zero below the cutoff distance. The reduction of electrostatic force due to partial neutralization of surface charges has been experimentally observed [74] .
Interatomic force constants of Si and Pt
The interatomic force constants of Pt atoms (k Pt ) in the left region and Si atoms (k Si ) in the right region are required as the inputs for AGF calculations. k Pt = 6.31 N/m is obtained from the second derivative of the L-J potential using ε = 1.09×10 −19 J and σ = 2.54×10 −10 m for Pt-Pt [57] . k Si−Si = 6.16 N/m is taken from Ref. [21] .
Determination of the Si-Pt surface charge density
As discussed previously, the surface charge density is required to accurately calculate the Coulomb force contribution to the thermal transport between charged surfaces separated by single-digit nanometre vacuum gap distances. Several experimental results have attempted to measure its value for various materials [61, [75] [76] [77] . For example, given a metal tip and substrate, the surface charge density was measured to be 1.40×10 −4 C/m 2 [75] and was similarly found to be 2.50×10 −4 C/m 2 for a metal tip and resin substrate [61] . For a resin tip and resin substrate, the surface charge density can be as high as 1.40×10 −2 C/m 2 [76] , while for semiconductors the order of the surface charge density is given from 10 −3 ∼ 10 −2 C/m 2 [77] . From these experimental results a reasonable range for the surface charge density is 10 −4 ∼ 10 −2 C/m 2 [61, [75] [76] [77] . Moreover, it is very challenging to numerically predict the surface charge density as it inevitably depends on the material properties, bias voltage, temperature, and gap distance. To constrain these parameters for our experimental condition, we extract the surface charge density from the lateral force measurement using the gap-dependent ∆f signal of the QTF (Fig. 15) . It should be noted that ∆f is independently measured from the nanoheater signals and inherently contains the dominant effects of the material properties, bias voltage, temperature, and gap distance. Thus interpretation of the surface charge density from the measured lateral force is the most consistent method to constrain the unknown parameter dependencies.
The Coulomb force is given by Eq. (30), where Q s = σ s A tip and σ s is the surface charge density. In the near-contact regime (i.e., sub-2-nm gaps before asperity contact) attractive Coulomb forces are expected to be dominant (Fig. 4) . Therefore, we used the lateral force measurement of 0.22 nN-rms at d = 6 nm (Fig. 15) to calculate the nominal surface charge density based on the flat plate approximation of the Coulomb force equation. To do this, we assume µ = 0.001 as the near-contact friction coefficient enabling the conversion of lateral force to normal force. We believe this value is within the acceptable range for the Si-Pt system with a nanoscale gap because experimental measurements of the contact µ value ranges from ∼0.1 to ∼0.01 depending on the contacting area [78] . Furthermore, molecular dynamics simulations for lubricated atomically flat surfaces in contact predicted µ ∼ 0.001 [79] . Using µ = 0.001, σ s was estimated to be 8 × 10 −4 C/m 2 . We established a confidence interval for the near-contact µ ranging from 0.002 to 0.0007 , which corresponds to a surface charge density range of 6 × 10 −4 to 1 × 10 −3 C/m 2 . These values of the surface charge density in conjunction with the surface roughness distributions were used to determine the theoretical uncertainties shown in Fig. 4 .
Verification of 1D AGF method
The force-induced acoustic phonon heat transfer coefficient calculated via the AGF method is compared against various theoretical and experimental results for verification purpose. Figure 16 and Table 1 show comparison results for an Si-Si system. The black dots in Figure 16 show the heat transfer coefficient calculated by three-dimensional (3D) lattice dynamics (LD) for the Si-Si system at 300 K using the Stillinger-Weber potential [20] . Results from the one-dimensional (1D) AGF (this work) for the same Si-Si system at 300 K using the Stillinger-Weber potential are plotted using a red solid line. Results from the 1D AGF model compares well with 3D LD, such that a 1D approximation of acoustic phonon transport should be sufficient to describe the near-contact heat transfer for the Si-Pt system. In addition, Table  1 presents the Si-Si interfacial heat transfer coefficient obtained via different theoretical methods including the 1D AGF (this work), 3D LD [20] , 3D AGF, and an experiment [80] [81] [82] . The 1D AGF is good agreement with each theoretical result from the literature illustrating that a 1D approximation is sufficient when considering interfacial thermal transport. It should be noted the lower and upper limits of the experimental result come from the different terminating states of the Si atoms: (lower) hydrogen-terminated and (upper) between the hydrogen-terminated and oxide-terminated interfaces [82] . We believe that the slight discrepancy between our calculations and experimental results in the near-contact regime in Fig. 4a may be due to 3D effects that arise across a vacuum gap. Figure 11 : | Calibration of the main nanoheater devices. a, Schematic of the calibration setup for the nanoheaters. b, Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) calibration for nanoheater #1 showing a linear relationship between the nanoheater sensing region resistance (R NT ) and the substrate temperature (T S ). Based on the linear trend, the TCR of nanoheater #1 is 1.2×10 −3 K −1 . c, Calibration of the sensing region thermal resistance for nanoheater #1 (R th,NT ) by relating its temperature with its power dissipation. For nanoheater #1, R th,NT was found to be 0.53 ± 0.008 K/µW. d,e, Same as (b,c) but for nanoheater #2 where the TCR and R th,NT were determined to be 9.6×10 −4 K −1 and 0.485 ± 0.004 K/µW, respectively. Fig. 1b of the main text. b, The geometry of the Si tip in (a) is reproduced in COMSOL Multiphysics with the shown dimensions and boundary conditions. The tip's backside, located a distance of 1 µm away from the tip apex, is set to room temperature (T ∞ = 295 K), while the tip apex experiences the BC heat transfer rate of Q tip,BC = 10.2 µW. c, The simulated temperature distribution in the Si tip. The tip apex temperature is elevated by 0.6 K due to Q tip,BC , which is negligible compared to the temperature gradient of the experiments (i.e., 172 K). The tip thermal resistance (R th,tip ) can be calculated as 0.054 K/µW which is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the measured BC thermal resistance of (R th,BC ≈ 17 K/µW). Figure 15 : | Tip-nanoheater lateral force measurement for quantitative determination of the systems surface charge density. Log-log plot of ∆f as a function of gap distance, d, between the Si tip and Pt nanoheater corresponding to the measurements presented in Fig. 2d of the Main text. The ∆f signal due to tip-sample interactions can be related to the lateral force as discussed in Methods (see secondary y-axis). This demonstrates the change of lateral force with the tip-sample displacement. The near-contact (NC) gap distance of d = 6 nm was used to estimate the surface charge density corresponding to a tip-sample lateral force of 0.22 nN-rms. [20] . Both calculations consider two Si bulk regions separated by an interatomic vacuum distance, δ. 
